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Preface

The Review Panel members and the Safe in the City Partnership (the Brighton & Hove Community Safety Partnership) offer their deepest sympathy to Alina's parents for the sudden loss of their daughter.

We further extend our condolences to all those who have been affected by the death of Alina, and thank them, together with the others who have contributed to the deliberations of the Review, for their participation, generosity of spirit and patience. It is clear that Alina is greatly missed.

1. Introduction

1.1 Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHRs) were established on a statutory basis under Section 9 of the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Act (2004).

1.2 The purpose of a DHR is to:

- Establish what lessons are to be learned from the domestic homicide regarding the way in which local professionals and organisations work individually and together to safeguard victims

- Identify clearly what those lessons are both within and between agencies, how and within what timescales they will be acted on, and what is expected to change as a result

- Apply these lessons to service responses including changes to policies and procedures as appropriate; and identify what needs to change in order to reduce the risk of such tragedies happening in the future to prevent domestic homicide and improve service responses for all domestic violence victims (including stalking victims) and their children through improved intra- and inter-agency working.

1.3. This Domestic Homicide Review (DHR) examines the circumstances leading up to the death of Alina who was murdered in August 2016 by David. The decision to undertake a DHR was made by the Safe in the City Partnership (Brighton & Hove’s Community Safety Partnership) in consultation with local specialists. The Home Office was duly informed on 28th August 2016, with a further update provided in January 2017 regarding timescales. An independent Chair was appointed at the end of October 2016 and the Panel met for the first time in January 2017 where IMRs were commissioned and agencies advised to implement any early learning without delay. In consultation with the Senior Investigating Officer, it was decided to delay some aspects of the DHR, such as meeting with family members and other witnesses, until the criminal investigation had concluded. Three further meetings of the Panel were subsequently held in March, June and July 2017. The timing

---

1 Not her real name
2 Not his real name
was arranged to reduce the burden on partners as there were other DHRs, commissioned by a neighbouring local authority area, which overlapped with this Review. This enabled attendance at Panel meetings.

2. Overview

2.1. Persons involved in this DHR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age at the time of the murder</th>
<th>Relationship with victim</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alina</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Victim</td>
<td>White UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Perpetrator / on-off boyfriend</td>
<td>White UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Occasional intimate partner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boyfriend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Work colleague and close friend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>David’s mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1. Neither Alina nor David had children.

2.1.2. Initially this case was known as Adult H in Brighton & Hove but subsequently the name ‘Alina’ was chosen as a pseudonym. The family were offered the option of choosing a name but decided not to do so.

2.1.3. This report also includes examination of a number of instances where David was reported to the police by women and girls although it should be noted that almost all of these were not reported to any professional until after the murder of Alina.

2.2. Summary of the case

2.2.1. Alina was 19 years old and shared a bungalow with two friends near Brighton. Alina’s bedroom was on the ground floor at the rear of the property.

2.2.2. Alina had a boyfriend called Simon. They had been seeing each other for about four years but after Alina started a new job in July 2015, she was approached by an older work colleague called David who took an immediate interest in her. Within weeks they began seeing each other. Approximately ten weeks before the murder, Alina and Simon split up but got back together again about a month later. Alina continued to see David throughout this period.
2.2.3. Between 8 February 2016 and 12 July 2016, Sussex Police were contacted five times by Alina and other members of the public, with concerns about David's behaviour towards Alina. Simon also reported damage to his car and a note that had been left on his windscreen stating "Dear Simon, Alina has and always will cheat on you. Happy New Year."

2.2.4. From the outset, Alina said that she believed that David was stalking her, and that she felt frightened of him. On the first occasion, David was spoken to by police officers; on the second he was interviewed and on the third occasion he was arrested. Throughout their contact with Alina, Sussex Police consistently assessed that Alina was at ‘medium’ risk of serious harm, using the DASH RIC.³

2.2.5. Towards the end of August 2016, Sussex Police received a call from Simon’s sister who had gone to Alina’s address to check on her as she had not arrived at work that morning. On arriving at the address she saw there was a bloody footprint on the doorstep of the property. Simon’s sister also called her father who arrived within minutes.

2.2.6. Whilst attempting to gain entry, he became aware that he could smell smoke. He eventually gained entry to the house, together with his sister-in-law who had arrived to help, and managed to get to Alina’s bedroom. Through the hazy smoke they were able to see a body lying face down on the bed. Although they could not see the person’s face they were able to see long blond hair that looked like Alina’s. It was apparent to them that she was dead. They ran from the bungalow to find that the police and ambulance had arrived. A paramedic pronounced Alina dead at 10.03am.

2.2.7. David was subsequently arrested and interviewed. Throughout seven interviews, he either gave no comment responses or protested his innocence, although changing his story each time evidence proved that he was lying. In early March 2017 he was convicted of murder and sentenced to a minimum tariff of 25 years. David has subsequently admitted that he is guilty of murdering Alina.

3. Parallel reviews

3.1. As mentioned immediately above, there was a criminal trial.

3.2. The day after the murder a post mortem was conducted by Dr Biedrzycki at Brighton Mortuary. He made a provisional finding regarding the cause of death as being an incised wound to the neck (her throat was slit). The wound measured 10.5 cm in length. There were no defensive injuries to her upper limbs.

3.3. An inquest was opened by Her Majesty’s Coroner, and was adjourned pending the outcome of the criminal trial. Communication channels were established with the Coroner who at the time of writing this report is deciding whether to re-open the inquest. To aid in this process, it was agreed that a confidential copy of this report will be provided to her prior to Home Office approval.

3.4. Due to Alina’s contacts with the Police, the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) also undertook a review of the involvement of Sussex Police with Alina and David. This DHR endorses the quick-time recommendations that the IPCC have made ahead of the completion of their investigation. These are included in full in the main DHR report.

The IPCC report is available at:

³ DASH RIC is the Domestic Abuse, Stalking and Honour based violence Risk identification checklist
4. Domestic Homicide Review Panel

The DHR Panel was comprised of the following agencies:

- Brighton & Hove City Council (BHCC) Adult Social Care
- BHCC Children’s Safeguarding & Care
- BHCC Partnership Community Safety Team / Joint Domestic, Sexual Violence & Abuse and Violence against Women & Girls (VAWG) Unit – Brighton & Hove and East Sussex
- Brighton & Hove Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
- Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust (BSUH)
- Office of the Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner (OCP)
- RISE / The Portal (local specialists)
- Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (SPFT)
- Sussex Police Crime Review Team
- Sussex Police Safeguarding Investigation Unit
- Veritas Justice

All Panel members were of sufficient seniority to agree to changes in their agency.

Panel meetings were also attended by the IPCC (now IOPC).

In accordance with the statutory guidance, the DHR Panel sought to engage with the IOPC who were undertaking a parallel investigation to agree how to manage this process. Both the DHR Panel and the IOPC engaged with each other in good faith and sought to identify how the two parallel processes would work together. This included, for example, addressing this in the Terms of Reference.

Unfortunately there was a misunderstanding about this working relationship in practice. This misunderstanding was held by all parties. It did not become apparent until the latter part of the process.

The misunderstanding was whether the IOPC was a member of the DHR Panel and adopted the associated responsibilities that came with that (the belief held by the DHR Panel) or only an observer to the DHR Panel (the IOPC’s belief). Like many misunderstandings it was born from unintentional oversights by both parties.

The IOPC rejects any DHR Panel membership in this case and does not endorse the DHR report. The IOPC does so primarily to protect its independence and the integrity of its investigation. The IOPC wishes to make it clear that is not a public condemnation of the report or the integrity of the DHR Panel and it must not be read as such. DHRs are integral to learning the lessons from tragic events such as these.

Both the DHR Panel and the IOPC deeply regret any confusion this misunderstanding may have caused, especially to the family.

The IOPC, on its part, will continue to work and engage with DHRs in the future to avoid any similar confusion arising again and a recommendation has been made to the Home Office, the sponsoring body for the IOPC to take this forward.

---

4 At the start of the review process, the Suzy Lamplugh Trust (national) and Veritas Justice (local) were contacted to consider representation on the Review Panel. As the Suzy Lamplugh Trust was supporting Sussex Police to review their response to this case, it was agreed that Veritas Justice would be the specialist stalking service representative on the Review Panel.
5. Independence

The Chair and author of this report, Davina James-Hanman, is independent of all agencies involved and had no prior contact with any family members. Davina James-Hanman is an experienced DHR Chair and is also nationally recognised as an expert in domestic violence having been active in this area of work for over three decades. These have included roles at local, regional and national levels in both the voluntary and statutory sector. She has devised a wide variety of original resources for survivors, written innumerable articles, toolkits and manuals for practitioners, is the author of three book chapters and among a variety of other national roles, acted as the Specialist Adviser to the Home Affairs Select Committee Inquiry into domestic violence, forced marriage and ‘honour’ based violence.

All Panel members and IMR authors were independent of any direct contact with the subjects of this DHR and nor were they the immediate line managers of anyone who had had direct contact.

6. Terms of Reference and Scope

6.1. The full terms of reference can be found in the main overview report at appendix A. The key lines of enquiry for the DHR were as follows:

1. Each agency’s involvement with the victim Alina from October 2014 to August 2016.

2. Each agency’s involvement with the perpetrator David, including his contact with:
   - Alina from October 2014 to August 2016,
   - Any other female from 2003.

3. Whether, in relation to the either Alina or David, an improvement in communication between services might have led to a different outcome for Alina.

4. Whether the work undertaken by services in this case was consistent with each organisation’s professional standards.

5. Whether the work undertaken by services in this case was consistent with each organisation’s domestic violence policy, procedures and protocols, and in light of the features of this case, whether the organisation’s policy, procedures and protocols adequately address stalking and harassment.

6. The response of the relevant agencies to any referrals relating to Alina, concerning domestic violence, stalking and harassment or other significant harm from David until the point of the death, including identification of the key opportunities for assessment, risk assessments, decision making and effective intervention; whether any actions taken were timely and effective and in accordance with assessments and whether appropriate services were offered/provided.
7. The response of the relevant agencies to any referrals relating to David, covering the same areas as outlined above.

8. The training provided to adult-focussed services to ensure that, when the focus is on meeting the needs of an adult, this is done so as to safeguard and promote the welfare of children or vice-versa.

9. Whether thresholds for intervention were appropriately calibrated, and applied correctly, in this case.

10. Whether practices by all agencies were sensitive to the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity of the respective family members and whether any special needs on the part of either adult were explored, shared appropriately and recorded.

11. Whether issues were escalated to senior management or other organisations and professionals, if appropriate, and in a timely manner.

12. Whether the impact of organisational change over the period covered by the review had been communicated well enough between partners and whether that impacted in any way on partnership agencies' ability to respond effectively.

13. Were there any concerns amongst family / friends / colleagues or within the community and if so how could such concerns have been harnessed to enable intervention and support?

6.2. Agencies were asked to search their records from October 2014 for Alina since at the start of the process the Panel was unsure of when her relationship with David began and from 2003 for David to capture the complaints made by other women who came forward after the murder. It later became clear that the relationship between Alina and David began at some point in the summer of 2015.
7. Confidentiality and dissemination

7.1. The findings of this Overview Report are restricted. Information is available only to participating officers/professionals and their line managers, until after the Review has been approved for publication by the Home Office Quality Assurance Panel.

7.2. As recommended within the ‘Multi-Agency Statutory Guidance for the Conduct of Domestic Homicide Reviews’ to protect the identities of those involved, pseudonyms have been used and precise dates obscured.

7.3. This has not prevented agencies taking action on the findings of this Review in advance of publication.

7.4. Subsequent to permission being granted by the Home Office to publish, this report will be widely disseminated including, but not limited to:

- Members of the Brighton & Hove Safer Communities Partnership Board, the Local Safeguarding Children Board and the Safeguarding Adults Board, for consideration and dissemination by members of these groups within their own organisations
- The Pan Sussex Domestic Abuse Management Group.

7.5. A number of learning events have been planned to ensure that the lessons are disseminated as widely as possible; the first of these will be a confidential briefing to key local partners which will share critical learning from this DHR (and other DHRs in Sussex) which is taking place in Autumn 2017. Once permission is granted by the Home Office to publish, this report will be more widely disseminated to the local professional networks.

8. Methodology

8.1. Individual Management Reviews (IMRs)

8.1.1. The agencies listed below submitted an IMR:

- Brighton & Sussex University Hospitals Trust
- David’s GP
- RISE/The Portal
- Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
- Sussex Police
- Victim Support.

Alina’s GP returned a chronology and based on this, the Panel decided that an IMR would not be required.

The Scout Association also returned a chronology and after seeking clarity over some points, it was decided that a full IMR would not be needed.

14 witness statements were shared by either Sussex Police or the IPCC. In some cases, these statements were supplemented with individual meetings with the Chair.
A further ten agencies advised they had not had any contact with either Alina or David.

8.1.2. Agencies completing IMRs and reports were asked to provide chronological accounts of their contact with Alina and/or David prior to the homicide. The DHR has focused on the contacts of agencies from October 2014 for Alina and from 2003 for David. The recommendations to address lessons learned are listed in section 13 of this report and action plans to implement those recommendations have been developed.

Each IMR / report was scrutinised by the Panel and in some instances redrafted to take account of questions raised.

8.1.3. This report is an anthology of information and facts gathered from:

- The Individual Management Reviews (IMRs), chronologies and short reports
- The Police Senior Investigating Officer
- Witness statements from the criminal trial and associated press articles.
- Witness statements gathered by the IPCC
- Alina's Facebook page
- DHR Panel discussions
- Information from friends, family members and the perpetrator
- The collective expertise of the Panel which included stalking specialists
- Electronic communications made via text, email or voicemail which were recovered from Alina and David’s phones. These were in excess of 25,000 over a 12 month period
- Electronic communications made via text or email between Alina and Simon
- The Crown Prosecution Service whose assistance was sought to clarify several evidential matters raised by the family

The Brighton & Hove Community Safety Partnership is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the action plans that have been developed.

8.2. Involvement of family and friends

8.2.1. The family of the victim were informed about the commencement of the DHR and invited to participate. This was initially via a family friend which allowed them an opportunity to comment on the Terms of Reference. Information was provided about Advocacy After Fatal Domestic Abuse (AAFDA). Once the trial had concluded, the family communicated that they wished to continue their involvement only through the family friend which was duly done with them receiving regular updates from the Chair. A copy of the draft report was sent to the family prior to submission to the Home Office and extensive efforts were made to include their comments, views and recommendations. However, towards the end of the process, the Chair received a short email from the family friend stating that his role as an intermediary had ceased. Subsequent to that, the Chair communicated directly with the parents who repeatedly stated their dissatisfaction with the report but were unable to provide any specifics beyond their sense that the report was unfair to their daughter. During this communication, Alina’s parents asked that the information they had previously provided to the review not be used. The Chair, with the agreement of the CSP, agreed to respect the family’s wishes as far as it was possible to do so. This report therefore does not include either a family impact statement or a pen portrait of Alina. Where amendments have been made to the report in relation to factual accuracy or clarity, based on feedback from the family or family representatives about specific issues, these have been left in the report, as these changes are not identifiable to the reader.
8.2.3. David’s mother, a former colleague and an off-on intimate partner also participated in the Review. Information from them has also been integrated into this report. Others were invited to participate but either declined or did not respond.

8.3. Involvement of the perpetrator

8.3.1. Post-conviction, the perpetrator was contacted through his Offender Manager and agreed to participate. The Chair duly met with him in prison. Notes of this meeting were provided to Alina’s parents at their request. Information provided by David has been integrated into the narrative below.

9. Key events

9.1. 2005 - 2012

9.1.2. David used youth movements, which appealed to young women and girls, to allow him access to victims and to attempt to meet sexual partners. David’s behaviour towards other women was largely unreported until after the murder and as such, there were no opportunities for partnership intervention. There was only one exception to this where the father and a Guide Leader were involved. At 2006, David attempted to kiss and cuddle a 16 year old girl but she pushed him away and he then acted as if it had not happened. When she was 18 (2008) she started to drink at the same pub and came into contact with David again as it was also his local. She then started receiving explicit photos from him and offers to pay her for sex. These incidents were not reported to the police until after the murder. In 2008 he sent text messages of a sexual nature to another teenage Girl Guide, which also went unreported. In 2010 he was arrested on suspicion of grooming a 14 year old girl whilst working as a Scout volunteer leader. He was not charged or prosecuted but a marker was put on his police record. David resigned from the Scouts.

9.1.3. In 2009, David’s Grandfather died. They were very close and his death affected David enormously. A pattern begins to emerge where David reacts to any loss as a major catastrophe, often resulting in him threatening or even attempting suicide although it is clear that he also used suicide threats as a form of manipulation.

9.3. 2013

9.3.1. By 2013, David was involved in a Drum Corps and in June he met Elsa who he began dating in November of the same year. Elsa stated that David was nice to begin with but became very controlling, demanding she text him constantly and tell him who she was with. Elsa lived in Essex and David in Sussex so they were often apart but he still tried to control her. Elsa would comply to avoid arguments.

9.3.2. Alina left school this year (she was 16). Whilst at school she met and began a relationship with Simon which continued (with some break-ups and reconciliations) until her death.

9.4. 2014

9.4.1. Elsa went to a dance competition in Stoke in April and was accompanied by David. David became jealous during the day and assaulted Elsa. This was not reported to the police until after Alina’s murder.

9.4.2. David became friends with another young woman aged 17. When she told him that they would never be more than friends, she was then bombarded with texts telling her to cut herself or with David threatening suicide. He also parked up near her home or school on numerous occasions. This stopped when a family member warned him about his behaviour and was not reported to the police until after Alina’s murder.
9.4.3. In October Elsa went with friends to Tenerife for a long weekend. David did not want her to go and both bombarded her with texts and threatened suicide. Elsa ended the relationship that same month.

9.4.4. The following day, David went to his GP and disclosed his suicidal ideation which he said was due to depression over the death of his Grandfather and the ending of his relationship. He received a diagnosis of severe depression and severe anxiety. He was prescribed antidepressants, a crisis plan was discussed and information given about a cognitive behavioural therapy website along with an ‘unfit to work’ certificate. This was subsequently lifted in November after David was reassessed and scored for moderate depression and moderate anxiety. He was seen by the GP at two week intervals until the end of the year and his medication adjusted slightly.

9.5. 2015

9.5.1. Although his relationship with Elsa had ended the previous year, David turned up unannounced at her place of work in March and again threatened suicide. Elsa called the police and David’s mother. The following day, his mother contacted their GP who arranged for David to come to surgery later that day for assessment. At this appointment, David continued to express suicidal thoughts stating he did not want to carry on living if he was not able to continue his relationship with Elsa. He was referred to Brighton Urgent Response Service (BURNS)\textsuperscript{5} and risk planning was put in place. The BURNS worker called David who agreed that he would benefit from mental health services. He did not present with any overt mental health symptoms and displayed good concentration and was warm and friendly with the ability to make jokes. However, David said he would not be able to attend an appointment immediately and asked if he could ring BURNS in a few days.

9.5.2. The following month, David sent a Snapchat message to another young woman offering her £500 if she would spend the night at a hotel with him and let him doing anything he wanted to her. She ignored this. David also sent an image of the front of her house saying that he could see her. Subsequent to this, chance meetings in the local pub would often lead to unsolicited messages being sent to her from David suggesting that they should be together when it was obvious to all that she had a boyfriend.

9.5.3. In June, Alina started work at the same company as David. By the following month they were exchanging text messages and by the autumn, the relationship had progressed to a sexual one. By the time of her death, there were in excess of 25,000 media messages between them in the form of text, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and Snapchat. These show an obsessive and complicated relationship with a number of messages being highly sexualised in content. David appeared to pressure Alina into ending the relationship with Simon.

9.5.4. In July, David applied for membership of Scouts and he was not recognised as a past resigned member. This meant that the previous information was not considered. He began volunteering again as an Assistant Section Leader but was subsequently described as unenthusiastic and resigned in February 2016.

\textsuperscript{5} Now the Mental Health Rapid Response Service – MHRRS
9.5.5. In August, David sent a friend request on Facebook to a woman he knew from school. She accepted the request and then received an email from David asking if she lived at a specific address. She realised that his work brought him into the area and that he must have seen her coming and going. She then began to notice David’s van parked up outside of her home address several times, even on days he was not due to be working there. She began to feel harassed by him and took steps to avoid seeing him. This was not reported to the police until after Alina’s murder.

9.5.6. In September, Alina’s car had a flat tyre. David helped her to fix it.

9.5.7. In October, David sent an unsolicited text to a neighbour asking her for a date; this was followed by another text saying he was all alone in his house. She consulted her mother and they decided on an appropriate form of reply expressing a lack of interest which they did. This was not reported to the police until after Alina’s murder.

9.5.8. In December, two young women reported harassing encounters with David in the local pub. Both subsequently received Facebook messages from him. One of these stating that ‘she wanted it’ and the other outlining David’s desire to perform oral sex on her and detailing what he would do. These incidents were not reported to the police until after Alina’s murder.

9.5.10. At the company Christmas party, David was moody and scowling at any man who spoke to Alina but this did not stop Alina from enjoying herself. David went outside and was refused re-entry due to being drunk. Alina stayed at the party.

9.5.11. In mid-December, David’s step father called the Mental Health Rapid Response Service (formally BURS) reporting that he was worried as David seemed to be depressed again. He reported that David had stated that he ‘can’t do it anymore’ after attending a work’s Christmas event. When the family tried to contact David they were unable to locate him for some time before eventually finding him in a corner behind a warehouse. He refused to talk to the MHRRS worker but said that he would call them back later. The family were instructed to call the MHRRS team again if they were concerned about David’s safety.

9.5.12. David did later call the MHRRS team. He could not articulate why it had all got too much for him but he said that there was ‘other stuff going on’ but would not elaborate. He told the MHRRS worker that he had been on antidepressants for over a year and they had initially worked for him. He reported suicidal thoughts for a few years on and off but that he had been feeling more suicidal recently. He denied any current plan to end his life but stated he did just want it to end. He reported that he had taken paracetamol in the past and had not told anybody, having most recently done this two months ago.

9.5.13. David was advised to go to his GP to discuss either an increase or a change in his antidepressant medication and to ask his GP to refer him for counselling. He was also given contact numbers for other agencies which David did not contact. He did visit his GP for a series of appointments for the rest of December during which time his medication was slowly reduced without further incident. David would later reflect that he should have accessed counselling and not just relied on medication.

9.5.14. On New Year’s Eve, Simon found a handwritten note on his windscreen which read: ‘Alina has and always will cheat on you. Happy New Year’.

9.6.1. In mid-January, Alina received flowers at work with an unsigned card that read ‘Have a nice day. Love you’. Alina called the florist and was told that they had been paid for with a credit card owned by David. Alina spoke to a work colleague and disclosed that David had been ‘bumping into her’ on a regular basis on her route to and from work. She also disclosed that she had been having a series of flat tyres on her car which had started occurring since last September. This was reported to her manager who contacted HR. David’s company van tracker was studied and it was revealed that there were several occasions when the van had been near Alina’s house or her mother’s house during work time when it should have been elsewhere.

9.6.2. Shortly after this, Alina’s tyres were slashed. Simon’s car was similarly damaged as well as being scratched down one side.

9.6.3. In February, Alina made the first report to the police. She shared the information detailed above and described David as a colleague and friend. She was told that her case would be allocated for further investigation. A Domestic Abuse Stalking and Harassment Risk Identification Checklist (DASH RIC) was completed and Alina was assessed as medium risk.

9.6.4. The police spoke to the HR manager at Alina’s workplace, flagged her address and her mobile number, referred Alina to RISE and advised Alina to keep a record of any further incidents. The officer also gave Alina contact details for the National Stalking Helpline.

9.6.5. David was spoken to and denied everything. The case was filed due to insufficient evidence. This appears to have sent the message to Alina that incidents were not worth reporting if she did not have proof that David was the culprit as she subsequently mentioned her lack of evidence to several friends and colleagues when explaining why she was not reporting an incident.

9.6.6. As the case was a Medium Risk Crime RISE received a referral from the Police and tried to make telephone contact with Alina. There was no response so a safe voice message was left.

9.6.7. Towards the end of March, Alina returned to her home address after being at the pub when her two housemates returned home with David and some other friends. Alina was unhappy about this and had a verbal argument with David before packing to go to stay with Simon. David chased her down the street and ran up behind her while she was on the phone to Simon. David tried to grab the phone from her and pulled her hair, causing pain but no injury. A passing car stopped and asked her if she was OK. Alina accepted a lift from them to Simon’s house where his mother insisted on calling the police.

9.6.8. David was interviewed and disclosed that Alina and he had been having a secret affair since the previous year. He shared text messages on his phone including one from the previous day from Alina saying she still wanted him. Alina admitted to the police officers that they were much more than friends. She was advised that wasting police time was a criminal offence and issued with a Penalty Notice for Disorder (PND). The matter was then filed.

9.6.9. Four days later Alina left her job citing David as the reason. She was unemployed for a few weeks during which time David was visiting her at home during work hours as revealed by the monitoring that his employer was still undertaking of his whereabouts. David was later told that he was to attend a meeting at work to discuss this evidence.
9.6.10. Meanwhile, Victim Support received a referral about Alina experiencing assault occasioning actual bodily harm for the incident described above. However, there was no domestic abuse flag on it. Also at this time, Rise was still trying to establish contact for the report made in February but always got voice mail. On the third attempt, in line with policy, they left a message saying they would not try again but including the number of the helpline if she would like to call.

9.6.11. In mid-April, David took an overdose; a combination of Paracetamol, Ibuprofen and alcohol. He was accompanied to A&E by his mother where he was seen by the Mental Health Liaison Team. David stated that he was feeling low in mood as it was 7 years since his grandfather died and he was worried about his job. He had drunk alcohol which led to an impulsive overdose. He said he regretted his actions and felt positive about getting another job. He said the counselling he had received was helpful (no record can be found of David ever accessing counselling) and denied he had any intention of harming himself or others.

9.6.12. Three days later, David resigned from his job in advance of the meeting where he would have been challenged with the evidence of his company vehicle being near Alina’s home on work time and a witness who saw him entering and leaving Alina’s house.

9.6.13. At some point, David purchased and fitted a tracker to Alina’s car and kept appearing wherever she was. On several occasions when he was spotted, he was confronted (usually by whoever Alina was with) and he always passed it off as mere coincidence. From around this time onwards, however, different people would later describe how David always seemed to be lurking around. At the same time, however, it is clear that Alina and David were still conducting a secret on-off relationship.

9.6.14. In May, David sent yet another woman an image of him masturbating on a bed via Snapchat. She was shocked and deleted the image immediately. The following morning she messaged him and said ‘What the fuck?’ David responded by saying it was sent in error. However he subsequently sent another message asking her if she liked it. She replied that she did not. When reporting this incident to the police after Alina’s murder, she also mentioned that when she was 15 or 16 years old (in 2009) David would send her messages detailing what he would like to do to her sexually.

9.6.15. Also in May, David went on holiday to Turkey and contacted Elsa again threatening to kill himself as he was so unhappy without her. He informed Elsa that he had previously tried to overdose two months earlier. Elsa later went on to block David from all social media to avoid further contact with him.

9.6.16. Elsa was contacted via Facebook by Alina in June even though the two did not know each other but were connected through a mutual friend. Alina asked Elsa what her relationship with David was like and stated that he was pesterling her and she didn’t want to be with him. Elsa told her not to let him stop her doing what she wanted to do.

9.6.17. Alina started a new job. She was currently on a break-up from Simon and, whilst David was away on holiday for two weeks, spent time with Andy with whom she had been having a sexual relationship over the previous ten months. David returned from his holiday three days early. Alina found her tyres slashed and suspected David. A couple of days later, Alina was staying with Andy when David turned up at his house, pushed his way inside and confronted Andy. Andy denied having a sexual relationship with Alina.
9.6.18. At some point Alina and David reconciled and they were ‘officially’ in a relationship from 4 June to early July at which point Alina resumed her relationship with Simon but continued to see David in secret. Numerous text messages were exchanged between them with both emphasising the secret nature of their liaison.

9.6.19. Alongside this David sexually assaulted another woman and bombarded another with text messages including one with a picture of his penis. These events were not reported to the police until after Alina’s death.

9.6.20. In July, David went to Alina’s house to collect some of his belongings. Whilst he was there he stole the back door key and returned to Alina’s house early the following morning when she was still in bed. She woke when he let himself into the house but pretended to still be asleep and hid her head under the covers. She would subsequently describe herself as being ‘very scared’. David stood at the foot of her bed for a few moments and then left. Once she heard the door close, Alina got out of bed and was able to identify that it was David walking away from the house. After discussing this with her housemates, she decided to call David and confront him. She recorded this call so that she would have evidence to give to the police.

9.6.21. Alina reported the incident to Sussex Police and David was arrested. He admitted his actions and was cautioned for theft from a dwelling. A PIN was also issued and he was told to stay away from Alina.

9.6.22. The following day Alina called the police again over a series of four calls. She stated that she had received six or seven missed calls; one from a landline and the others from a withheld number. She was wondering if it was the police trying to contact her but it was quickly established that it was not. One call was answered and she could hear heavy breathing. Alina described herself as ‘worried and ‘really scared’. She was advised not to answer calls from withheld numbers. Record keeping of these calls was poor. An enquiry was made eight days later which resulted in the landline being identified as originating from David’s address. No action was taken.

9.6.23. A few days after the key incident, Alina called Simon saying she did not feel safe in the house. Simon stayed for the weekend. Over the next week, David was seen several times following Alina to work. This was reported to the police but as there was no direct approach made, it was determined that the risk was low. No action was taken. Alina told a work colleague that she was too afraid to go to her kitchen at night as she felt someone was in the garden watching her. David continued to appear ‘coincidentally’ wherever Alina went. Simon received a text messages from a ‘John Smith’ reporting on Alina’s behaviour when she was out without him.

9.6.24. A referral was made to Victim Support but after three attempts to contact Alina (from a withheld number), they sent an email to Sussex Police informing them that contact attempts had been unsuccessful and thus no DASH risk identification checklist had been completed.

9.6.25. David called Sussex Police stating that he needed to get in touch with Alina with regard to monies owed and he was seeking advice on how to do this without getting himself into trouble as he has been ordered to stay away from her. He asked if contact by letter was allowed and was told that his message would be passed to the officer in charge to make contact with him. The call-taker states that they relayed the message but there is no mention on the NICHE record that the officer in charge received or acted on this information.
9.6.26. A referral was made to RISE using a SCARF (the Single Combined Assessment Referral Form used by Sussex Police) with a ‘medium’ risk assessment attached. The SCARF/DASH RIC was reviewed in line with policy and it was deemed appropriate to contact Alina and offer a service. A week later, a RISE worker made the first attempt to contact Alina (from a withheld number). The call was not answered so a safe voice message was left.

9.6.27. David continued to be spotted in the vicinity of Alina’s house and although a friend urged her to report this to the police, Alina said she was reluctant to do so as she thought the police would think she was ‘blowing it out of proportion’.

9.6.28. In early August, a RISE worker made two further attempts to contact Alina. In both instances, the call was not answered so a safe voice message was left and the case closed.

9.6.29. A couple of days later, David told one of his friends that Alina had dumped him and gone back to her ex. He said he was depressed. As he was parting from his friend, he whispered in her ear ‘she’ll pay for what she’s done’.

9.6.30. Three days later, via a series of text messages, Alina arranged to meet David at a nearby hotel. He would later describe this as being for ‘one last fling’. Around this time, Simon told Alina that he wanted to break up with her although he stayed the night at her home the following day.

9.6.31. A neighbour would later give evidence that they heard a raised woman’s voice from Alina’s home shortly after 7.30am. About 30 minutes later, David was caught on CCTV at a cash machine. £60 was withdrawn from Alina’s account at the same time. He then returned to Alina’s home with a water bottle, believed to contain petrol. CCTV would later reveal David purchasing petrol in a can the previous day. This suggests planning and intent on his part.

9.6.32. After Alina failed to turn up at work, Alina’s manager called Simon who in turn called his sister who went to Alina’s house. On arriving at the address she saw there was a bloody footprint on the doorstep of the property. Simon’s sister phoned the police as well as her father who arrived at the address within a matter of minutes. He began banging on the doors and windows calling Alina’s name.

9.6.33. He attempted to gain entry by going to the back of the property but failed (he assumed the front door would be locked). He returned to the front of the house and opened the letter box to see in. At this point he could smell smoke. Neighbours heard the commotion and tried to help gain access. They also went to the back of the property and were discussing breaking a window but felt that this could cause an explosion with the fire.

9.6.34. Simon’s father tried the handle of the front door and it opened. He entered the property and became aware of the extent of the smoke. He was struggling to breathe and had to come back out of the house.

9.6.35. On exiting the house he became aware that his sister in law had arrived to help. Both of them entered the bungalow and managed to get to Alina’s bedroom. Through the hazy smoke they were able to see a body lying face down on the bed. Although they could not see the person’s face they were able to see long blond hair that looked like Alina’s. It was apparent to them that she was dead. They ran from the bungalow to find that the police and ambulance had arrived. A paramedic pronounced Alina dead at 10.03am.
10. Diversity

All nine protected characteristics in the 2010 Equality Act were considered by the DHR Panel. Two protected characteristics were found to have relevance to this DHR. These were:

**Ethnicity:** Alina and David were both of white British origin and this was not felt to be a factor.

**Sex:** Sex is relevant as there is extensive research to support that in the context of domestic violence, females are at a greater risk of being victimised, injured or killed. Latest published figures show that just over half of female victims of homicide in the UK aged 16 or over had been killed by their partner, ex-partner or lover (54%). In contrast, only 5% of male victims aged 16 or over were killed by their partner, ex-partner or lover.

According to the Crime Survey for England and Wales 2015/16, 4.6% of women and 2.7% of men aged 16 to 59 self-identified themselves as having been victims of stalking. Stalking can be perpetrated by both men and women but women are more likely to be victims, and 80% of stalkers are male (Osteryemer et al 2016). Women are found to be more likely to suffer serious harm and homicide when they are stalked, especially where there is a previous intimate relationship with the stalker (McFarlane et al 2002). Stalking and domestic abuse are highly correlated and there is a suggestion that coercive control and stalking are often simultaneously present (Norris et al 2011).

**Age:** Alina was only 19 when she was so brutally murdered placing her squarely in the age category which experiences the highest rates of domestic abuse (16-24 years old).

With respect to the agencies involved in this review, the Panel concluded that age was the only protected characteristic which potentially impacted on the services delivered. Recommendations have been made relating to this.
11. Key findings and lessons learned

a. Lack of recognition of the dangers of stalking

Stalking related homicides are not an exact science. We acknowledge that stalkers and their victims are a varied group with diverse and complex characteristics, behaviours and motivations. Nevertheless, there are common and identifiable themes that can be observed in the patterns of behaviour of obsessive and fixated individuals in the pursuit of their victims.

Stalkers are careful and scrupulous planners and often serial in nature. Extensive evidence was presented during the trial showing that David planned Alina's murder using the information about her movements, which he gathered through his surveillance activities. There were many attempts by David to force contact with Alina and as we now know David had a history of displaying similar types of behaviour, so whilst no interventions could have been made in relation to the previous victims, Alina's reports did provide intervention opportunities. However Alina's reports were not taken seriously, lines of enquiry were not pursued and therefore those opportunities were missed.

‘Escalation and frequency or severity of concerning behaviours appears to be an important indicator that the emotional journey may be reaching crisis point. Escalation seems to coincide with the presence of a trigger for serious harm. In many cases the key trigger appeared to be separation or its threat, diminishing control, or revenge and resentment.’ Monckton Smith (2017)

Stalking campaigns are often built on small, seemingly isolated and low level crimes so early well informed multiagency interventions are central to reduce risk of harm to the victims, giving particular attention to the presence of high risk markers.

Stalking allegations must always be taken seriously and the starting point should always be to believe the victim. The absence of physical evidence of violence is insufficient reason to grade the risk as ‘standard’ or ‘medium’; coercive control and jealous surveillance are far more reliable risk indicators. In addition, a greater focus on the amount of time that stalkers invest into their stalking activities may yield more accurate risk assessments.

b. Language

Alina identified her experience as stalking rather than as domestic abuse. This may have impacted on her willingness to respond to RISE which is identified as a domestic abuse charity. However, the Panel also identified issues with making contact with clients who have not given their consent such as when the Police share information with local specialists. This highlights the need for agencies to seek client consent for sharing information, including notifying them of the name of the agency likely to make contact, rather than relying on the legal ability to share information without consent. When referral agencies make subsequent contact with the victim, this necessarily needs to be done in a safe way. However, this then limits what can be said in a text message or voicemail should the client not answer the phone directly until it is verified that the number is safe (i.e. not monitored by the alleged perpetrator). This practice is being reviewed with consideration being given to changing practice in cases where the support agency is confident that the perpetrator is already aware that there has been police involvement. This would allow a message to be left stating that the police have informed them of an incident and it is being followed up as standard practice.
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c. Young people

In addition to Alina, a further twelve young women came forward for the first time after the murder. Clearly the current configuration of local services is not successfully engaging with young women who experience stalking or harassment. The Panel noted examples such as Hollaback\(^8\) which might encourage reporting as well as raise awareness.

It is of concern that twelve girls / young women did not contemporaneously report their experiences of stalking and harassment. It is too easy to suggest that the victims’ behaviour should change (i.e. that they should report) but it is the responsibility of public services to meet the needs of the public not the other way around. The relevant agencies need to examine why such levels of underreporting occur. Are all agencies confident with respect to their community engagement or is it hopelessly skewed by age and gender? Are agencies cognisant of the different ways in which young women engage with services which may not ‘fit’ the current structures?

Additionally, the prevailing culture also needs to be addressed. Stalking behaviours are frequently framed as ‘romantic’\(^9\) and it is currently routine for sexual harassment to begin in the early teen years of girls and for them to be subjected to an endless bombardment of messages that inform them they are valued for how they look over their accomplishments. This dominant narrative creates a conducive context in which stalking and harassment is minimised, normalised or even rationalised as ‘romance’ and in which women’s discomfort and fear is routinely dismissed as being ‘unable to take a joke’ or ‘making mountains out of molehills’.

d. Sex and relationships education in schools

David did not recall receiving any sex or relationships education during his school career. As part of the review, enquires were undertaken with the Brighton & Hove City Council Families, Children and Learning Directorate to identify which school David attended. Based on the time period when David was at secondary school, it was likely that sex or relationships was not a priority in the school at the time. In addition, David did not recall any sex or relationship education at any of the youth groups with which he was involved. Although highly speculative, it is possible that quality healthy relationships education may have enabled David to understand the unacceptable nature of his behaviour toward many of the women who later complained as well as Alina.

Tragically it is not possible to ask Alina about whether she received any sex or relationship education. As with David, enquiries were undertaken to identify which school Alina attended. Based on the time period when Alia was at secondary school she would have received a programme of relationships and sex education, although since then content is likely to have developed to encompass issues like healthy relationships and consent.

It is noteworthy that work colleagues of David who participated in this DHR also did not recall any relationship education but did speak to David about his unacceptable behaviour towards Alina. Their unwillingness to remain silent is to be applauded.

---

\(^8\)https://ldn.hollaback.org/

\(^9\)See, for example any of the small sample of the following films in which stalking is framed as ‘romantic’: Love Actually; The Notebook; American Beauty; St Elmo’s Fire; Labyrinth; Crazy, Stupid, Love, There’s Something About Mary, The Notebook, Twilight and Fifty Shades of Grey.
Brighton & Hove City Council (the Families, Children and Learning Directorate and Public Health) provide training, consultancy and resources to support the delivery of sex and healthy relationship education into the school system. This includes a Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE) education programme of study (which references healthy relationships at Key Stage 3 / 4 and then stalking at Key Stage 4), as well as revised Relationships and Sex Education guidance (which explicitly includes stalking)\textsuperscript{10}.

There is also a Safe & Well at School Survey (SAWSS), which is an annual online questionnaire designed to gather information from children and young people about their health and wellbeing. SAWSS can be used by schools to validate, inform and develop school’s work around health and wellbeing, especially the PSHE and Citizenship curriculum and health and wellbeing improvements. Currently the SAWSS includes some questions relating to domestic and sexual violence, but does not address stalking.

Locally, there is a recognition that further work could be done to develop these resources including ensuring that there is sign posting to age appropriate lesson plans that address stalking, and ensuring a focus on stalking as part of the local ‘relationships and sex education review’ undertaken in 2017. Additional the SAWSS questions could be reviewed to identify whether it would be possible to include an age appropriate question about the experience or impact of stalking on young people.

It is important to note that, as a wider context, all local authority areas will need to respond to the UK Government’s proposals to place PSHE on a statutory footing.

\textbf{e. Failure to follow procedures}

There were a number of instances where existing policy and procedure were not followed by Sussex Police as detailed above.

\textbf{f. Under-utilisation of family and friends}

In this case, many friends and family members were aware of David’s stalking behaviours towards Alina. Like many of the professionals involved, there was an under-appreciation of the dangerousness of stalking. Although friends and family encouraged Alina to report incident to the police, they themselves made no reports. There were a range of valid reasons for this – including respecting Alina’s wishes - but seeing it as ‘not my place’ or not knowing that they could make a third party report are reasons that can and should be addressed. The Panel acknowledges that in this particular case, the Domestic Violence Disclosure Scheme would have offered little to any enquirers. Nevertheless, there is potential to further raise awareness of the Scheme and it is still possible that greater attention may have been paid to David had several enquiries been made from previous victims or friends and family of Alina.

\textsuperscript{10} The server where these documents are being held is being migrated. For further information on these resources contact PSHE@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Locally, learning from another Domestic Homicide Review identified the importance of professionals being aware of their role in holding perpetrators to account. This will include reviewing local training and resources for professionals. Additionally there is ongoing work to develop interventions for perpetrators in a community based setting, including the use of bystanders in the community to help with early intervention. The overarching aim is to tackle perpetrators of domestic violence by spotting the signs of abuse earlier and to allow for earlier options for intervention by specialist services. As this work is already underway, there are no additional recommendations made on this issue from this DHR.
12. **Recommendations**

12.1. **Single agency recommendations:**

The IMRs of Sussex Police, RISE, BSUH, GP and SPFT all identified improvements in practice for their agency. These are included in full in the main report and action plan.

12.2. **Multi-agency recommendations**

- The Partnership Community Safety Team to continue to work with partners to further develop the stalking content in the local Domestic Violence and Abuse, Sexual Violence and Harmful Practices Training Prospectus. This should ensure that there is a robust multi-agency training offer that increases understanding of the complexities of stalking so that frontline professionals are better equipped to identify stalking victims and provide appropriate responses that include promoting their safety.
- The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Safe in the City Partnership should review the current commissioning arrangements to further develop locally specialist stalking support for victims, as well as liaison with other professionals and agencies to support their identification, assessment and response to stalking.
- The Safe in the City Partnership should ensure there is further publicity to raise awareness amongst the general public of the following issues:
  - Coercive control and the risks associated with it
  - Stalking behaviours and the help available
  - Opportunities for family and friends to report their concerns and the use of schemes like Domestic Violence Disclosure Scheme with particular emphasis on the range of people who have the ‘right to ask’.
  - Actions that friends and family members of victims can take to protect and support their friend / family member
- The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Safe in the City Partnership to undertake a review of local specialist domestic abuse, stalking and victim support services with regard to their degree of engagement with young people.
- The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Safe in the City Partnership to review and improve the use of the referral pathways so that specific support is offered to as many victims of stalking as possible as they come into contact with frontline services particularly domestic abuse support services and police.
- Sussex Police to work in partnership with Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner, the Safe in the City Partnership and other Community Safety Partnership in Sussex, towards the development of a local Stalking Clinic that reflects local needs and resources, based on the recognised model of good practice of the Hampshire Stalking Clinic
- The Safe in the City Partnership should to continue to work to promote the adoption of employer policies as an example of best practice.
- The LSCB and SAB to undertake further DBS awareness/ safer recruitment training for adult social care practitioners and front line staff as well as children’s services staff with particular attention to be given as to how this information reaches staff in voluntary organisations.
12.3. **National recommendations**

In the course of this review, several process issues arose which the Panel felt have national significance / may be useful for other DHRs. As such, we make the following recommendations:

- The Home Office to work with the IOPC to draw up clear guidance with respect to the relationship between DHRs and the IOPC when parallel investigations are being conducted. The subsequent guidance to be added to the DHR section of the Home Office website where it will be easily accessible for other DHR Chairs and Report Authors.
- As a matter of some urgency, agree a cross-Government definition of stalking.
- Include within the next Review of DHR statutory guidance:
  - a requirement to also give advance notice of publication to family members of the perpetrator
  - clearer guidance with regard to self-generated publicity in advance of publication by agencies involved in a DHR